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Abstract. The Archipel project initiates the digital long-term preservation of cross-sectoral cultural heritage 
in Flanders and researches the problems encountered with distributed digital long-term preservation of 
multimedia. To overcome all the individual risks, the data needs to be described on different levels, i.e. from 
bitstream level to the intellectual entity level, thereby securing all the rights and requirements of the 
individual cultural institutions.  By providing a three-layered semantic metadata model, not only the metadata 
are stored, but also the semantics of the metadata are stored for the long term. The top layer (for initial 
exchange) is a representation of the descriptive metadata in Dublin Core, the intermediate layer (the cross-
sectoral refinement) is a more detailed description of the specific sectoral standards involved (MARC, 
CDWA, P/Meta, EAD, Spectrum, ISAD-G), and the bottom layer (for long-term preservation purposes), is 
modeled via PREMIS. Sustainability is key in Flanders effort of converging their valuable Archiving, 
Libraries, and Museum assets into a distributed test bed where OAIS-compliant submission and 
dissemination modules are developed on top of the decentralized Fedora framework while being compatible 
with other European initiatives. This project delivered the Flemish consortium both technical, organizational, 
and strategic innovative insights in the archiving challenges at hand.  
 
